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when the newborn penis is
formed, it is smaller than the adult

penis. however, by the time the
boy reaches puberty, the penis

will be more than three times as
long as it is at birth. as the penis

continues to lengthen, it
eventually becomes as long as the
forearm and may become as long
as the leg. the average length of
the penis in men is between four
and five inches. why is the penis

so sensitive? this explanation
focuses on the difference between

male and female erogenous
zones, how the body reacts to
sexual stimulation, and what
happens to the nerves of the
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penis. how a man uses his penis
has significant implications for his
relationship, because it affects the
woman whom he loves. in the big
penis book , he can explore the
psychology of his own sexuality
with the help of other men who

have had similar experiences. we
also wanted to acknowledge that
these situations dont just happen
to children. we can all recognize

the awkwardness and fear
associated with something like a

small penis. and even if youre just
a curious, unassuming guy, you
can still feel the nervousness as
you approach your own member,
sizing it up in the mirror. we also
wanted to show that theres no
reason not to discuss the topic
with your children. dont worry
about the awkwardness of the
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situation. just make sure your kids
understand that their penis size

isnt something to be ashamed of.
theyre going to be fine. in addition
to the usual suspects, there were

many women who felt self-
conscious about their small

penises. the book takes a look at
how society has perceived women

and men with a small member.
the self-help section also deals

with the stereotype that it takes a
lot to make someone with a small
penis happy. it also takes a look at

the concept of extra-large dicks
and how some men may be

genetically predisposed to have
one. each section includes a list of

resources to further explore the
topic of small penis size. the book
is filled with information that can
be of use to anyone. 5ec8ef588b
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